Native American Heritage Month

Native American Heritage Month Kickoff and Speaker: JAC Stringer
The Native activist movement and the trans activist movement are full of commonalities including cultural, institutional, and medicalized violence, segregation, and normalization. This workshop is a space to hold, discuss, and understand how historical trauma takes shape within and around our communities and how we can continue to heal and grow.

Corn Husk Doll Making
Corn husk dolls are made out of the dried leaves of a corn cob, also known as the husk. Join us in making these traditional Native American dolls and learn about their history!

Panel Discussion: Creation Stories of Our Tribes
Three students that identify as Indigenous will share the stories of their respective tribes and their personal experiences.

Association of Native American Students (ANAS) General Body Meeting
The Association of Native American Students will be hosting their general body meeting for the campus community to join in on. Come to learn more about the organization and how you can be involved!

Speaker: The History of Freedmen with Eli Grayson
A virtual talk on the history of Freedmen and the current issues regarding Freedmen.
WebEx: https://wright.webex.com/wright/j.php?MTID=mfd372d0153540a382b0d35877aa30a02
Event password: gpZVTh6Km26 (47988465 from phones)

Lecture: The Truth Behind the Great Mesoamerican Constructions
Learn about the reality of these constructions with Cameron Hendrix, the President of ANAS!